
If you haven’t watched then videos, 
do this after class (40 mins runtime)

For next weeks, read entire book
(including afterwords)





Historic Abolition

an entirely new Enlightenment-era 
idea, without precedent in Abrahamic 
religion, a rare European contribution

Largely driven by Quaker (Society of 
Friends) communities



Tied to abolition was prison-reform to 
the penitentiary (a place of quiet 
reflection towards pentitenance) also 
driven by Quaker beliefs in still, inner 
light.

Philadelphia’s Walnut Street prison an 
international model.



Michel Foucault 



Foucault argued historic shift from 
external, repressive power to 
internalized, “productive” power.

Prison tied to constant surveillance, 
examination, ”development,” 
knowledge-power







We have cinematically lived in prison, 
but do we really actually know 
anything at all about it?

Where is it in Coventry? 
How do you get to it?





If for more than two centuries, prisons 
have failed to reduce crime 
(recidivism), then maybe this failure 
was its purpose.



Penality tied to production of a 
concept of deviance as a means to 
fragment working-class solidarity in 
order to preserve bourgeois [“liberal 
centrist”] rule.



The New Jim Crow, 
Michelle Alexander
(2010)
[think of date]

Relates continuity of 
blocked emancipation



“Abolition” 
keyword, not as 
analogy, but 
genealogy



1861-65 American Civil War
1863 Emancipation Proclamation



April 8, 1864 13th Amendment



1865-1877 Reconstruction



1877- “Jim Crow” rollback

Plessy v. Ferguson (“separate but equal”), 1896

Brown v. Board of Education, 1954





1905-ish to 1915-ish, 
relative advance in 
race relations

Birth of A Nation
(1915) 
cinematic recreation 
of Ku Klux Klan

Lothrop Stoddard, The 
Rising Tide of Color 
(1920)



https://lynchinginamerica.eji.org/explore



Attica Prison Riot (9 Sept, 1971)



Attica Prison Riot (9 Sept, 1971)







Reconstructs history of abolition as from 1970s

Feminist history



2007

“spatial fix”

“penal fix”



forthcoming





Routledge International Handbook of Penal 
Abolition













An intersectional left challenge:

“people of color” – term creates coalition, but also collapses different histories

Black American legacy of Atlantic slavery

LatinX legacy of European colonization

Indegenous peoples legacy of genocide and State-directed extermination

Asian-American legacy of “coolie” (slave and slave-like labor, first target of anti-
immigration laws)


